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TASK 1: SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS, AND
ANALYSIS OF THE ASTEROIDS
(Principal Investigator: Clark R. Chapman)rD
Work on this task proceeded at a somewhat reduced pace this
quarter inasmuch as no asteroid observing reins were scheduled. Most
effo.rt wa.s
 
devot_°od to reduction and interpretation of. data and preparation
for presentation at forthcoming Meetings.
The observational program will get under way again in May.
Time has been assigned for visible a-nd near-IR spectrophotoruetry by
Chapman and--McCord at the Kitt Peak National Observatory for early
May when efforts -tx v ill be made to secure observations of Betulia and
other important asteroids.
Data reduction has been proceeding on observations obtained
earlier in 19+5 inteiiftd for presentation at forthcoming meetings, in-
cludinc the Division for Planetary Sciences of the AAS meeting in Austin,
Texas,'; in early April.
Chapman has been working with a group of other asteroid
researchers, including Morrison, Gehrels, Williams, and Zellner, to
establish a computerizeddata file of phy i.cal observations of-_asteroids
It is intended that efficient use of this file will permit a <<ride variety of
statistical a^ad.analytical studies to be pnzforzned latex in the sprI , in
preparation for the I.A.U. Collo:qui l-Im, scheduled for mid-Aquast in Lyon.
Pz epara,tions for an izitensivc o'n,5er vatio,se l campaign in
support of a possible fly-by of asteroid 92 Undina by the Mariner Jupiter-
'Saturn mission have been `susperjded. Further calcuiationg at J. P. L.
have revealed that the pass will not be sufficiently close to Undina to
per-mit useful observations.
The text of the asteroid review article by Hartmann, Chapman,
axd ulilliaiyzs has been 'finished and the manuscript has been circulated
to several other asteroid experts for review. The manuscript will be 	 {
submitted to Space Science Reviews ,, which' issued the original invitation
for the review, within a: i_12a i or so
a
It is intended that the next quarter will see the conclusion of
reduction and.ana,lysis of previous spectrophotometry.
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fTASK 2: LUNAR OCCULTATION OF ASTEROIDS
(Principal: Investigator: Donald R. Davis)
This task is scheduled for the third quarter of the contract
year. and no worm was perfoj?med;;nor any fuji^js F e p dcd duriag the
second quarter.-
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TAUT' 3': ANALYSIS OF SATURN'S RINGS
(Principal Investigator: M. J. Price
Visual photoi,.etrie fuliction data for Saturn's rings have been
analyzed in tern-is of elementary anisotropic scattering radiative trans.
fer models which involve the Henyey-.Greex:stein Am tign. Lj.mi.f,G have
been placed on the comb nations of single statter:ing albedo, and back
scattering directivity, which are permitted by observation. Particles
with lunar-like scattering properties are excluded by the analysis.
Re.sl?li:,s are consistent with the ring particles being more-or-less pure,
and spherical, conglomerates of H2O frost. Details of the analysis
a.re zon:taincd in a paper entitled "Anisotropic Optical Scattering Within
Saturn's Rings" which is in preparation for publication in Icarus. A
draft is reproduced in Appendix A.
Determining the degree of contamination of the "snowball'"
particles remains -,_ problem yet to'be soled. Work is now progressing
in this area based on unpublished haboratory 'photonmtric data by
Veverka (1976, Private Communication). Using powdered mixto.res `of
magnesium oxide and charcoal, Veverk.a has attempted to simulate the
effects of mineral contamination on-snow. For pure MgO surfaces,
laboratory measurements both of the geometrical albedo, and of the
phase integral, agree well with earlier studies of natural snow. Com-
parison of the laboratory studies with the photometric analysis of they
	
	 rings is still. in progress . Results will. be i'actor. ed into the final version
of the paper. • .It appears likely that mineral cont.aIni latiori 'of the ring
particles cannot exceed 5 percent by weight.
Co-investigator W. K. ITartmahn has obtained films of
collisional effects between icy particles, involving collision velocities
from about 102 to 10 4 °cm,/sec. Iniages reveal rebound velocities, 	 a
size distributions of fragments, and possibly rotational characteristics
in free fall, applicable to Saturn's rings. Analysis has not yet begun.
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tTASK 4: PROBXNG THE URANUS ATMOSPHERE WITH THE
T').A.1%/TA NT Ti'Ti7VV0rV
(Principal Investigator; M. J. Price)
During the current reporthig period, emphasis was placed on
the Saturn task. Consequently, work on Uranus progressed only slowly.
Even so, several significant accomplishments deserve to be reported.
First, computation of the strengths of the rotational Raman
ghost
, images of Fraunhofer features in the Uranus spe.ctrumr is pro-gressing satisfactorily. Isotropic scattering in an H2 gaseous layer
about a Lambert cloud layer is
 being_ assumed. Emphasis is being
p;]..gQed on single scattering albedos n-0, 95, and an optical thickness in
the range 0 s r s 3.
Second', exploratory observations will be carried out in
collaboration with Dr. Michael J. S. Belton during April using a Fourier'
Transform -Spectrometer in conjunction with the McM:a:th Solar Tole-
scope, Rota tionat - I r nzan ;;Bost images will be studied at blue (X 440001)
and yellow (55001) wavelengths to determine if their strengths are wave-
length dependent .  Such a dependence can be explained in terms of a
aloud layer underlying a Rayleigh scattering H2 atmosphere. The depth
of the cloud layer can be inferred.
Third, complementary studies of the limb-
phenomenon on the Uranus disk are progressing well. Results of the
collaborative investigation with Dr. .Otto Franz up.until the end of the
1975 observing season are contained in a paper entitled "Limb
Brightening on Uranus; The Visible 'Spectrum, 1 1 recently accepted for
publication in ,Icarus. A copy is contained in Appendix B.
I	 Fourth, new limb-brightening observations were secured
within the last two weeks at Lowell Observatory by Dr. Franz. Limb-
brightening is very obvious in the X'7300 Curl band, By replacing the
original EMI 9.558 photomultiplier -„iith a red-sensitive RCA tube, the
l	 signal-to-noise ratio leas been increased by a factor 3. By refiguring
the Cassegra n Secondary of-the 72-inch Perkins reflector to eliminate
residual spherical aberration, Loomis (University of Arizona, Optical 	 a
{	 Sciences Center) has reduced the half-width of the point spread function
G
	
	
by a factor 2, a truly astonishing feat. The PSF half-v.7 idth is now typi-
tally N 1” arc or less. Limb-brightening has become correspondingly
{
	
	
easier to detect. As more data accumulate during the 1976 observing
season, we expect' to be able' to address the question of the aerosol particle
distribution. in the Uranus atmosphere. These studies can then be factored
into development of the Raman probe technique.
C
tt'
TASK 5: FOLLOW-ON STUDIES OF MARS DATA COLLECTIONS
(Principal Inve.sti.gator: William K. Hartmann)
Material from preceding year's studies, together with some
recently publishcu related material, hp s been collegtQd for fjxnaa, pro-
ceasing to produce a publication. Final manuscript is not yet complete.
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ABSTRACT i
Visual photometric function data for Saturn's ringa are ar^^ lyze
in teams of elementar y anisotropic scattering radiative transfer model
- which involve the Henyey-Green,steir. function. Limits are placed on
the combinations of single scatterina albedo, and back-scattering
ail°ectivity, Which are permitted by observation. Particles with
lur r-like 'scatterina properties are excluded by the analysis. Results
are consistent with the ring particles being more-or-less pure, and
spherical, conglomerates of H O frost.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Some time ;ago, Price (1973, 1974) rediscussed the optical
scattering properties of Saturn's rings . Evidence indicating that the
photometric function at visual wavelengths is dominated by primary
scattering, and that mutual shadowing is an irrelevant concept, was
first preser,-ted. Available ground-based photometric data were then
interpreted on the basis of simple radiative transfer models. Only
Moderate degrees of anisotropic scattering were treated. Special
attention was given to the case of individual, spherical, macroscopic
particles for which the scattering phase function is proportional to the
apparent area illuminated. More extreme cases of, back- scattering
were riot considered. Probable_ ranges in the sin gle scattering albedo,ZD
and in the general shape of the scattering phase function, were defined.
Limitations on the mean perpendicular optical thickness of rings A
and B'together were also obtained. Results indicated that the ring
particles are efficient back--scatterers of visual radiation. Isotropic
scattering is not permitted. Based on an infinite optical thickness 	 a
for the rings, a minimum single scattering albedo -0.75 was found.
Use of conservative scattering led to a minimum optical thickness N0.7.
Using, elementary radiative transfer theory, based on the simple
optical scattering. model, Price (1976) recently analyzed the available
s
infrared (10 um and 20 p.m) thermal emission data for Saturn's rings.
t1
The ring system was treated as an isothermal slab of finite optical
thic.1m, ess-, To obtain sufficient heatin g of the ring material, optical
single scattering albedos less than 0.75 were required. Moreover, the
rings could not be isothierix` al. To reconcile the results with the analysis
of the photometric function, the back-scattering cffi.cienzy of-oa c-h
individual particle must be even `higher Lhan the m=islum assumed
lHigher back-scatterinb efficiencies permit lower sinale scattering
i
albedos, and smaller mptical thicknesses
Further theoretical anal ysis of the visual photometric function
data is contained iii this paper. Emphasis is placed on fully defining
the constraints on the single scattering albedo, and on the shape of the
scattering phase function. Extreme decrees of anisotropy are treated
Scattering phase functions ranging from total back-scattering to isotropic
scattering are contiidered.
F	
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H. THEORY
1. Primary Scattering: Its Role
ir;cu previous studios (Price, 1973 1971) have indicated that
primary scattering dominates the visual. photometric function, our
i
j
	
	
analysis will be based on the theory of p : hnary scattering; multiple 	 r
Scattering will be included as a perturbation only. Zero phase angle,
where the rings appear wide open will be assumed. Both the insignifi-
cance of multiple scattering, and the geometry of the situation, exclude
the application of the van de Hulst similarity principles.
Defining the radiative transfer model is our initial task. Following
Price (1973; 1974), let- us assume the ring system to be a plane-parallel
layer of particles with an optical thickness, 7o. Each ring particle is
described by its single scattering albedo, z^ , and by its scat:erin
phase function	 H	 For convenienc	 hae the scatterin g	.se function'P	 a p (C^ )•	 L P
is normalized, by integrating over all scattering angles, I such that	 1
1
1
1	 (1)	 ,
{ where the element of solid angle, dw, is the var
i
able. Once abain
t
	
	
mutual shadowing is taken to be neglijible'. Interparticle separations
are considered to be sufficiently large that radiation scattered by each
c
tt	 particle is reliably described by the far field approximation.
f
i;	 .
I
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Deriving a relationship between the specific intensity, resulting
from single scattering alone, and the parameters of the radiative
transfer model is our next task. For any chosen layer of the ring
system, located between optical depth rand r + dT, the primary
scattering contribution, dI (1) (7), to the intensity of radiation diffusely
a
reflected towards zero phase angle can be readily evaluated. Let the
solar flux at Saturn be denoted -,rF. At an optical depth T, the fraction
exp (-Tlg ) of the incident flux arrives without having suffered any0
scattering process ir, the intervening medium. The p o parameter is	 1
the cosine of the angle of incidence with res pect to the outward normal
to the ring system. The contribution to the diffuse intensity in the direc-
tion of zero phase angle at depth T by this reduced incident f lux, is
F - e ' /^ o 6 ._
 P(1801) . dr	 (2)
where the p parameter is the cosine of the angle of reflection with
respect to the outward normal to the ring system. A fraction exp(-T/4)
v
of this amount emerges in the zero phase direction without suffering
any further scattering. Consequently, the contribution to the emergent
f
intensity by'light'which has suffered -a single scattering in the layer
between T and- d-r is
l
az^1)(T) _
	
. r	 e^''{	 . e	 ° .	 . p(1800) . aj	 (3)
:_	 e
7
The total contribution to the enler. gent intensity of light which has
suffered cfnly a single scattering within the:-ring system can be obtain -d
by integrating equation (3) over all optical depths. We have
I(1) (^^
 
F^ T) = 1 . 	 F .	 p(1800) . { 1- exp[- (1 + 1- )T ]	 (4)0 0 4+µo ) '
	 µ µo
 _ o
Except when the rirag system appears .neax l/ edge -on to the Sin a, ^d
Earth, the angles of incidence and reflection are always nearly equal.
For the geometrical situation of interest in this paper, 'we will adopt
p equal, g0 equal 0.44124. Equation (4) can '.hen be re-written
.	 ry
I(1){^0,T0)=	 . T6 . F . p(120°) [1 - exp(-27 o ^o)]	 (5)
e
Equation (5) explicitly relates the specific uitensity for primary back-
scattering to the individual` parameters of the radiative transfer. model.
Multiple scattering can be treated thro ugh the ratio of primary-
to-multiple scattering, f. Denoting the total specific intensity, I, we
can re- ,zrrite equation (5) as
01 T°) =f .1(40i pr o) = E .	 F . p(180° )[I - exp (- 2,r 	 (6)
i
1
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F °	 - U . t . p(180°) [1 e. p (-2,r°jh°)]	 (7)
Equation (7) .is the basis of our analysis. In principle,-since- F(uo, °)
can he obtained directly from photometry of the ring system, tight>
constraints can be placed on the permissible combinations of radiative
transfer. parameters. In practice, two problems must first be addre:sged.
The scattering phase function must be defined In addition,` the 'primary
to-multiple scattering- i atio must be known adequately. Since the ratio
is a function of the sinjle scatterino- albedo, of the optical thickness,
of the scattering phase function, and of the geometries of solar illumina-
iion.and of ground-baed observation; its evaluation requires careful
consideration,
i 2' The Scattering Phase l-unction: The Choice
Selection of the scattering phase function must meet two require-
menu. First, its general shape must be described by a single parameter. `
Second, it must encompass all extremes. The Henyey-Greenstein (1941)
function
H. -	 (1 g2)	 8
ORIGINAL AGE iS
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4is the natural choice. General shape is described by the g parameter.
For zero phase angle, equation (8) may be written
•
3
P(180o) ; 
(1 - a)
	 (9)
( 1 + g}2
Extreme shapes include isotropic scattering (g - = 0), complete forward-
scattering (g = +1), and complete back- scatterin; 	 -1)
3 Primary and Multiple 'Scattering; Their 10kati.o
Accurately determining the primary- to -multiple scattering ratio
in a radiative transfer problem which includes an arbitrary Henvey
Greenstein phase function can be done only numerically. Nevertheless,
the issue can be adequately sidestepped by utilizing known analytical {
solutions for radiative transfer problems which involve simpler
scattering phase functions. Similar scattering phase functions imply
similar radiative transfer solutions. Our analysis v7ill assume that,
rather than being .s`imlar, the 'solutions `are in fact identical. i
Chandrasekhar (1960) has extensively studied radiative transfer
problems in which the scattering phase function is described by thej
expression
P( I) = (1 + X cos H .) , -1 s x s +l 	 (10)
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.75 .8`'t9 .690 .614 .565 .955 .850 .796 .759
Two cases of special interest are isotropic scattering (x = 0) and
moderate back-scattering
 (x = -1). Both special cases are compared
with several. Henyey-Greenstein functions in Fig. 1. Isotropic scattering
is described exactly by setting either g or x equal to zero Moderate
back-scattering, represented by x. equal to -1, is well approximated
by-the Henyey-Greenstein function with g equal to 0.25 For the case
of complete back scattering (g>= -1), only primary scattering can
occur (f 1) .
Primary-to-multiple scatterin g
 ratios have been calculated for
a variety of V, x, .T combinations by methods outlined by Price '1974).
Results are listed in Table L Thevalues given are loner limits ob-
tained by adopting the maximum permissible vahae (0.75) for the single
scattering albedol cf: Price (1976) .
S 
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III. ANALYSIS
Determining the allowable ` 'W-g envelope of ring particle parameters
requires funds.: - ental knowledge of the visual photometric function for
the geometrical situation of interest. In rediscussing the observational
data, Price (1074) shoved that the relevant mean , value, for rings A
and B toaether, must lie in the range 0.25 :9 1s 0.4. Knowledge of the
mean optical thickness is important too. For a lower limit, the TO
value 0.1 will be adopted. Smaller optical thicknesses would imply that
stars, and Saturn's dish, would be easily' visible through ring E, a
situation contras to experience. 1^,^Iost probably, 	 mean opticaly	 P	 P	 	 P	 -
thickness lies in the range 0.5 s 7
 s 2; cf: Pollack (1975) . In our0
present analysis, special attention will be given to optical thicknesses
in the range 0.5 s T s
Values for the single scattering albedo, d corresponding to
definite choices for g, ;o , µo , and f can be readily obtained from
equation (7), which for convenience can be re-written simply as
-1
Zb= 8 . F . f. p (180°) [1 - exp (- 2T O^N o )]	 (11)
where p(180°) is given by equation (9) . Once Cr, T o µo are selected,
the only weakness in the precise calculation of c lies in uncertainties
in the tsvo parameters,, and f. Ex treme -z) -values may be obtained
	
x
_.
by adopting extreme values for the latter.
1	 1	 ^
Given g, To, ^:o , the maximum and minimum permissible 1W
values are obtained when both F„ f are maximized or minimized,
a
respectively. From the observational data, the maximum and mini-
mum -F values are 0.4 and 0. 25 respectively. Obviously, the 	 j
pr inaary-to-•multiple scattering ratio has a maxirnuni value unity.
Table I can provide suitable minimum -estimates for the f-value.
Isotropic scattering, an infinite optical thickness, and a single scat i
tiring albedo 0.75, together produce the absolute minimum f-value
(0.585) ilhich can be relevant to the 'Saturn ring problem. Fig. 2
illustrates the corresponding allowable, and non-allowable, U­g
envelopes for a number of relevant 7-ran-es. Note that U-values
greater than 0.75 are excluded by infrared studies, cf: Price (1978)
Several conclusions-can be drawn from Fia. 2. First, the
observations constrain the single scattering albedo and the anisotropy
r	 parameter to be coupled Large 6-values necessitate only minor
anisotropy. By contrast, small 'u.—values require a high degree of
anisotropy. Second, it is clear that the ring particles must be highly
efficient back-scatter ers of visual radiation, confirming earlier studies
by Price (1973, 1970. Indeed, Fig'. 2 suggests that the back-scattering
directivity' maybe significantly more pronounced than for the special
i
case (Fig. 1) of x equal -1. If so, then the loiter limits, shown in
I Fig. 2, for the single scattering albedo for a given g-value are too.
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IV. bISCUSCTO
Current knowledge (Pollack, 1975) su;p gists that the ring particles
are macroscopic pieces of H 2O-ice, with characteristic dimensions on
the order of a few centimeters. Determining if the single scattering
i
PlIbedos and scattering phase functions cha rs cteristic of such particles
are permitted by our analysis is important. Since kno-wledge of the
surface texture, and general shape, of the ring particles does not exist, 	 aa
we will assume for convenience that they are smooth and spherical. i
Recently, Veverka(1973) has studied the photometric properties
of snow and of snow-covered planets. His results' are directly applicable
to the Saturn ring problem. Using measurements of natural snow sur-
faces as phase angles up to 30 degrees, Veverka concluded that in general
snow is a quasi-Lainbert scatterer, with a characteristic Minnaert
constant, k in the range 1.04 s k s 1.35. Even in an extreme case of
specuia.r reflection (a. "glazed rain mist"), k was less than 2 for the
phase angles considered. In evaluating the scattering properties of
snow-covered planets, Veverka derived bond albedos, AB, in the range
I 0.51 SAB 50.82, with the most likely case AB > 0.67.
Far-field scattering phase functions for sno-wballs have been
derived for two values of the '11innaert constant, k, viz.', k equal 1 and 2.
i
Calculations were based on formulae given by Horak (1950) . ' In both	 3
;i
a
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j	 cases, an,	 expressions could be derived. Specifically, we have
I
I
E	 p( UH ) _? sin H^ cos 2
 ^H fI .cos QH sin3
 Q ,k=1	 (12)
a2ld
P (	 } _ 1-cos t 	k (13)
Both scattering phase functions are shorn in Fig, . 3. For coznpa^:zson,
i
relevant Henyey-Greenstein functions are also shown. Evidently, the
scattering :phase function for snowballs can be adequately described
by the Henyey-Greenstein function with the anisotropy parameter in
the range -0. 30-5 g s 0. 35.
Low albedos, with very pronounced back-scattering, are also
permitted by the analysis. E-<arnples of astronomical bodies known
to have such scattering properties are the Moon and Mercury. Like
a
information for other astronomical bodies is not yet complete. Data
on the Bond albedo of the Moon and on the . lunar phase function are
9	 Mercury and the Moon are veryreadily available (Allen, 1 63) . M . , 	 _	 i	 ^ 
similar. The lunar albedo is 0.068. The lunar phase function,
normalized according to equation (1) , is shown in Fig.. 4. For com-
parison, relevant Henyey-Greenstein phase functions are also shown.
The lunar phase function can be adequately described by the Henyey-
Greenstein phase function with the anisotropy parameter in the range
-0.55 s g s 
-0.5
.	 ^7
r
r
Results of the analysis, and comparisons with candidate ring
particles. are summarized in Fig. 5. The g '^6 envelope permitted
3
by optical thicknesses in the range 0.5 s T <- is shown. In accordance
	
i
-with. the e.ar.lier,discussion, the cal,cuLat onM are based on.adopted
values for the primary-to-multiple scattering ratio relevant to the
optical thicicness selected, and to the,
 special case x equal -1. For
T equal 0. 5, maximum U valises are obtained by selecting F equal 0.a-
in Equation (11); for r `equal infinity, minimum V.
 values are obtained
using equal 0 25 Once again, analysis of the infrared thermal
measurements (Price, 1976) is used to exclude single ,scattering
albedos greater than 0. 75. For comparison, the cases of_ snowballs
I and of the Moon are also plotted.
1
Evidently, ring particles with lunar-like scattering properties
are excluded by the analysis. Their single scattering albedos would
fI	 f	 be too small for the permitted back-scattering efficiency or vice versa.
Note that for anisotropy parameters g less than -0.25, the selected
primary-to-multiple scattering ratios are necessarily less than actual.
Bear in mind that for divert back- scatter in-, the ratio is always
unity, Consequently, for the -cases considered in Fig. 5, the single
^I
scatterina_albedos are too small by from zero up to 15-24 percent,
depending on the degree of anisotropy. In reality, therefore, the
EI difficulty in reconciling lunar-like .ring particles with the analysis
of the photometric function data is even greater than it appears in
i
F
a	 _	 .^sm^ mss ., .
^ 1
j	 1	 I	 I	 _ 5
,
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	 Fig. 5. Even if the lunar albedo were increased by a factor 3 to
reproduce the probable values for the most reflective asteroids
(Chapman, 1976), reconciliation with the analysis would still be
extremely difficult. Most likely, an increase in reflectivity would
cause a decrease in back-scattering directivity (Oetking , 1966).
Interestingly enough, snowballs encounter no such difficulty.
Pure spherical paa-Licles are in excellent agreement with the analj sis,
Even significant impurities in the snow will not lead to a discrepancy.
Veverka (1973) has discussed qualitatively the effects of impurities.
Two kinds of contaminants are possible. First, impurities which do
not hinder multiple, scattering within the surface snow layer to any
appreciable degree maybe present. Examples are frosts of CG2,
f
	
	
CH41 NH 3 , etc, Second, impurities which effectively prevent multiple
scattering maybe present. These will radically alter the photometric
properties of a snowball. Most mineral eontaminam fall into the
latter category. On the basis of preliminary laboratory studies,
Veverka (1976) has-suggested that the introduction of significant 	 ?
mineral contaminants would significantly decrease the single scattering
albedo of snowballs, while increasin g their back-scattering directivity.
Both effects will cause movement of the "snowball" w-g envelope in
Fig. 5 towards smaller 'w-values and more negative g-values. It is
I
	
	
difficult to imagine how even heavily contaminated snowballs could
move outside the Z;•- rr envelope permitted by the photometric analysis
ORIGhNAL PAGE IS
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Leho,fsky, Johnson, and McCord (1970) have studied the visual
reflection,
 spectrum of Saturn's rings iti . detail. Either pure water
frost, or silicate, particles are inconsistent with the me surea	 ments .
Part frost-covered silicates and mixtures of frosts with other com-
pounds, perhaps modified by ultraviolet or high-ener gy particles,
are possible ring constituents. Our photometr ic
 analysis is consistent
1
vrILh their conclu ions. Most probably, the zing particles are more-or-
less pure and spherical con glomerates of predominantly H2O frost.	 ^
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FIGUI,E CAPTIONS
Fig. 1 Special phase functions, for which analytical radiative	
-a
i
tra.nsler solutions exist`, are described by the anisotropy
parameter, x. -Re!evant , Henyey-Greenstein functions, with
anisotropy parameter, g, are shomi for comparison.
Fig. 2 Comination;B of single scatter in , albedo, -co, and anisotr opy
parameter, g, permitted by the visual photometric function
for Sa_burnr s rings, for various selected ran ges in the optical
thicLuiess, r. 	 See test for computational details.
	 Shaded
regions are excluded by the analysis; unshaded regions are
permitted.
f
Fig . 3 Scattering phase functions for sno-vv'balls, character ized by
the Minnaert constant, h, equal 1 and 2, are compared
with relevant Henyey-Greenstein functions, with anisotropy
parameter, g.
Fig. 4 Lunar phase function comparod>>ith relevant F3enTaey-
Greenstein functions with anisotropy parameter, g.
Fig. 5 Combinations of single scatteri g albedo, ^, and anisotropyF ararneter' a permitted b	 the visual photometric functionp	 ^ ^^ P	 _Y	 p
for Saturn's rings, for optical thicknesses in the range
j
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1 Pii';I'RODUCTION
Belton and Vesculus (1975) have recently reviewed the UV-IR
appearance of Uranus in the context of current knowledge regarding its
Atmospheric° structure. Within a predoxri#aptly H2
 CH atmosphere,
the tops of a thick N11 cloud layer , should . exist near , the 3-4 bar level;
there is also a very uncertain possibility of a thin, broken, CH 4 cloud
layer .near 300 mbars. But whether in fact the Uranus atmosphere is
so, structured remains very-much an open question. Two major questions
are of paramount interest:
1. 'Does the deep-dense NH 3 cloud laver really exist ?.Is it in
fact observable ? If so, at what pressure level is the top
I
located?
,I	 2. -Is the H2 - CH4 atmosphere above the NH 3 cloud layer per-
fectly clear ? If not, what is the precise nature of the aerosol
haze ?
Answers may be obtained b^ Ima gin g the planet from a fl b - spacecraft.y	 y i i
	
p	
Y^ p
i
But until a,Uranus mission is successfully accomplished, further knowledge
of ` the planet must come from Earth- or Satellite-based observations.
Belton and Price (1973) have developed a straightforward test of the
hypothesis that-clouds are absent from the visible atmosphere of Uranus.
Based on a clear, semi-infinite, pure H 2 CH4 gaseous- model, it c-onsists
i
of measuring the wavelengths at which the character of the center-to-limb-
intensity profile changes from limb-darkening to limb-brig Intening, and
i
pNGEJ
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' c+•	 a	 wavelength rvice versa. Limb-bri ghtening occurs in certain a _ egions
by virtue of the vertical inhomogeneity in the atmosphere which results
from pressure-related opacity sources. Where the dominant opacity is
due to pressure-inaduced,and pressure=broadened..tranuitions in li t and
CH4 1 the intensity profile of the Uranus disk changes ckaracter at a geo
metrical albedo of 0.23. Seven channeover wavelen?ths (+204) were
{	 predicted viz., 61201, 62401; 66204, 6710`; 6970_, 74201; 76001 All of
the deep CRS bands beyond 7600.E should be limb-brightened, as should the
central regions of the CHI bands at 61904 and 73001.. Fin 1summarizes
the Belton and Price (1973) predictions. Available observations, discussed
below, were found to be in qualitative agreement with the model. But, they
were not yet numerous enough, nor sufficiently accurate, nor made in the
i critical spectral regions to be conclusive.
^-	 For visual wavelengths (3800.- - 53001), Danielson, Tomasko, and
,
I	
i Savage (1972) obtained a high'-resolution composite image ofUranus. By 	 -
L	 using Stratoscope 3I, they were able to achieve a Gauss-an point spread
h	 function with a half-intensity width 0.2 arc. Except for the presence of
pronounced symmetrical limb-darkening, no certain disk markings were
visible. Any faint belts parallel to the rotational equator must have a
maximum contrast of 5 percent. The measured limb-darkenin g did not
agree with either a deep Rayleigh atmosphere or with clouds high in the
atmosphere; a cloud deck underlying a finite Rayleigh atmosphere seemed'
to be indicated. 'Light and Danielson (1973) found later that an H^
	 1
-	 2 -i
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atmosphere, 400 km amagats deep, overlying a thick cloud would explain
the Stratoscope II pictures. 	 Although the Stratoscope II imagery shows no
structurai detail on the disk, the lack may simply be the result of low contrast	 s
iptrpduced by the. exceptionally wide band-width.
At infrared wavelengths, Westphal (1972) obtained two photoelectric scans
- "across , the Uranus disk in the passbands 80001 - 82401 and 8720 	 - 8960A..
Both were obtained -simultaneously on 1
	 Marche  8.	 The atmospheric seeing
was -0.1 5 arc, and a circular 1^ 1
 arc aperture was used. One scan (87201 -
a
8960.0 has since been reproduced in the literature-(Belton and Vesculus, 1975), 	 -
but the other remains unpublished.
	
The long wavelength scan is limb-brightened;
the short wavelength scan sho.gs a flat central region N 2" are wide together
with limb- darkening.
	 Also 	 the 8840.A scan is asymmetric; the west limb
appears brighter than the east limb.
	 Investigation of the importance of smearing
effects, due to the natural aperture response of the instrument and atmospheric
seeing, showed that the tiny (4' arc) disk of Uranus may appear limb-darkened
even if weak limb-brightening is present. Taking spatial smearing into
account,- Belton and Price (1973) found no obvious contradictions between their
predictions and the Westphal observations.
Infrared limb-brightening was confirmed by Sinton (1972). Several
photographs of Uranus were obtained with a Varo-tube and an 8870.1 inter-
ference filter- (1401 hall-width; 2201. tenth width) under good seeing
i
conditions	 1 arc) . Both. i nb-bri ghtening and polar brightening were
F
found. Sinton interpreted the polar brightening in terms of a haze in the
L	 i upper atmosphere, in addition to Rayleigh scattering. Unfortunately,
f
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knowledge of the point spread function was too imprecise to permit
detailed quantitative comparison with the Belton and Price (1973)
predictions-.
In their, critical: review of the visual, photoelectric, and photo-
graphic data, Belton and Vesculus (1975) concluded that markings do
frequently occur on Uranus. But , knowledDe of the optical appearance of Uranus
Uranus is still extraordinarily vague. Thoroughly defining the limitations of
kie; s ,a :-ix mite, .cle,ar..T_1 2 CR4 atmospheric model would be a significant
step forward. ResultsResults of a'systematic attempt to investigate in detail the
valiclity of the Belton and Price (1973) predictions are reported in this paper.
2 OBSTRVATIO^^35
Uranus is difficult to observe. Being located so far from the sun, the
planet exhibits only a faint (m. N + 6), tiny	 411 are diameter), disk.
Atmospheric seeing broadening, typically 1 " - 2 1 arc, severely distorts
the telescopic image . Detecting limb-brightening on Uranus is an extremely
F	
;
challenging problem. Fortuitously, photometry of close double stars encounters
similar observational difficulties which,to a large extent, c rn be overcome by use
of ,a photoelectric area-scanning technique. Pioneering development was
carried out by Rakos (1965), Initial results were so promising that a scanner
designed specifically for the simultaneous astrometric and photometric
study of visual binaries was constructed (Franz, 1966; 1970) . With minor
modifications, the equipment was found to be eminently suitable for the
r	 Uranus task when mounted at the Cassegrain focus of the 72-inch aperture
Perkins telescope at Lowell Observatory.
-7-
i
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Exploring the nature of the Uranus disk profile C-s a function of geo-
metrical albedo required the selection of eight narrow waveband (,1001)
filters spread throughout the region X55001 « a7600;_ (Fig. 1) . Charac-
teristics of the filters are listed in Table I. Experience showed that choosing
significantly narrower Band widths would lead to inadequate si gnal/noise ratios
at the longer wavelengths. To maximi?e the signal/noise ratio throughout,
an EMI 0558 (9-20) photomultipl4.er
 was employed in the system,
Selecting the optimum technique for scanning across the Uranus disk
required careful consideration. Use of a pinhole aperture is one option.
With excellent seeing, the sensitivity to 1fmb-brightening is maxirnized.
.,	
1
But two significant problems: appear ':ender typical observing conditions.
First it is difficult to insure that a $pinhole moves precisely across `a
"i
diameter of the Uranus disk. If not, asymmetries in the scan may result.
Second, theoretical interpretation of the data is extremely difficult even if
the point spread function is reliably known. Determining the instrumental
response for a finite circular aperture pawing across a circular disk which
contains a radial intensity gradient is a non-trivial exercise. By comparison,
slit scans greatly 'simplify both the observational procedure and the data
interpretation. If the slit length is significantly greater than the image
a
diameter, radially symmetric scans are always assured. It is no longer
essential for the aperture center to pass precisely through the image center.
Specifically, accurate determination of the point spread function is readily
achieved. Moreover, chord integration with slit broadening for either Uranus
or a stellar image is a tractible analytical. problem.
j,JJtt
t
f
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TAET4E I
FILTER SET
Filter No.	 Central Wavelength a) #
5600
2	 6000
3	 6200	 f
4	 6400
5	 6800
6	 '7000
7	 7300
.	 L
8	 7500
Noes: 1. Eiders ? 7^0. 1	 Io 6 inclusive were manufac:Lured
by the Optical. Coating Laborator y . Toler= noes in
theircAntral wavelengths are +30k. In each case,
the half-power band width (HPBVV) is 100+20
Peak transmission is a nominal 50%. Typxc.al trans
passion figures- a-re, 107 at 1.2^ HP-BV^1; % za' 1 .8
HPBW; 0. loo at 3.0 YPBW; < 0.1 o at > 3.0 HPBW.
2. Filters No. 7 and No. ` 8 were manufacturedi joy In-
frared Industries, Thin Film Products Division.
Tolerances in their central wavelen^hs are + 151..
In. both cases, the hale-power band .vidth (HPBW) is
100-15? . Peak transmission is a nominal 5076.
1
i
4	
9
TBoth pinhole and slit scans were used in the observational
program. Characteristic widths of the pinhole and slit were both chosen
equal to 100µ (0 '.'645 arc). Wider apertures caused inadequate spatial
resolution. Narro-,ver apertures gave a poor signal/noise ratio throughout
the wavelength ra ge under study. Scan orientations were either north
south or -east-west. N'S scans were preferred; image broadening, through
telescope drive error, could notoccur, 'For ^EW scars, individual filter
integration tunes: were kept correspondingly short. Table II gives the
-	
complete Uranus observing log.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Coarse Analysis
Expeditious processing of the Uranus data required a simple, objective,
method for detecting the coarsest features of the true intensity profile of the
disc. Whenever seeing broadening, is significant, iir,b-brighteniing on Uranus
will manifest itself by a general widening of the planetary image. Similarly, j
limb-darkening will cause a relative iniage-narrowing, All observational
data were acquired under ordinary Flagstaff atmospheric seeing conditions,
stellar image diameters (haL-power) being typically N 2 arc. Both pinhole-
and 'slit:-scans of Uranus in all wavebands showed a cixaracteristic Gaussian
shape. Determining the Gaussian, 1/e-width of the Uranus image in each
waveband should therefore provide a reliable method for comparing relative
limb- dark- ening/limb-•brightenin effects.
Coarse analysis of the observations consisted of determining, b y the
least squares teclinique the Gaussian 1,/e- ,,width for each and every integrated
ORIGINAL
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TABLE II
j	 URANUS OBSERVING LOG
P3	
,SCAN-	 SKY
j	 DATE (U. T.) 	 TYPE	 FILTERS	 t T A.NSPAREN CY	 SEEING } RENLARI.S 3
1974 May 1	 P	 11 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,_8	 5	 2-3	 1	 E+-4W
1974 May 26	 P	 1, 2, 3, 4	 5	 3-4	 NE >S	 1
_ 1974 June 5 -
	
P	 2, 3 1 4	 4	 2	 NHS
1975 May y	 S	 1,2, 3, 4, 5-, 6, 7, 8 1 4-5	 3- 4
l	 ,	 k+.o`vn bu	 no
{ PST informa-
tior.
1975 May 27	 S	 1, 2, 3, 41516779 8 i	 5-3	 3-2 I
Scale from
ADS 9053PSF '
	 1
.4romC Virginis.
1975 June 15	 {	 S	 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
	 j	 5	 3	 E	 SE=l;Scale
I	 i	 !known;PSF
I	
'.frOm x & c
I	 j
' Virginis
1975 June 16	 S	 1 1 2 3 4 5, 6 7 8	 5	 3	 E<-->W;Scale
f	 I	 {	 ^	 i
known; PSI'''
c.
! from c Vir-
ginis
	 j
i	 1975 June 16	 I	 P	 61 7Y 8	 5	 3	 j E*--^W
t	 5 June 17	 P	 17 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8	 f	 5	 3	 , N^--)SI
? 1975 June 19	 P	 2Y327,8	 5	 3	 Ek-4W
Notes: 'j.	 Scan type is either pinhole (P) or slit (S)
Filter No.'s are taken from Table Z
`	 ^3_,	 Sky transparency and seeing conditions ar e each given on a scale 0-5
i
'	 (i.e., 	 Worst-Lest)
4,	 Information concerning scale calibration and seeing data are given in
the Remarks column.
e
LL _	 _,
1
f
pinhole- and slit-scan. Subsequent numerical experiments showed that
the use of more sophisticated profile shapes had a negligible effect on
the .rest-, Its -cf: Franz et al (1971) and l~'ranz (1973 ,
 . Data secured using
different scan--types and scan-orientations were initially kept segregated
ta:dete-rinil1e if-the results were sensitive to the mode of observation.
Specifically, data taken on a particular night, by a particular scan technique,
were treated as a- complete set. Each -set was obtained by a -rapid, symmetrical,
fo —tviard-backward cycling of the filter wheel. Integration times for each filter
vsere normally n the rane 20 - 500 seconds. For all observations withinY	 g5	 ti.	 1
j	 a given set, the seeing and transparency could be taken as constant'. Detailed
point spread function intorn ati;gin, and accurate linear scale calibrations,
were not always available on each night. Consequently, only relative profile
widths were determined -,,rithiin each set; all profiles were conveniently
normalized to the mean for Filter No. 2 (X60001). Relative Gaussian profile
widths are listed in Table M. The rms error of the individual relative -width
detern`iinations are also shown. Where no rms , error is available due to
insufficient data, the uncertainty is indlicated by a question mark. In
j	 parentheses, following each rms error, is the number of indit ridual width
determinations fronzwhich the meanvalue was calculated.
Table v Ltiminarizes the results obtained from each combination of
scan-type and scan-orientation. Corresponding inean values for the relative
'Gaussian'widths have been derived from the values listed in Table III.
Individual rrns errors' qu3ted in Table 1V are based on the spread of the
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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ILTER NO.
'
F 
DA Tr
-Pinllole Sc.ans(N^S)'
i 2 3 4 5
"-
1974 May 25 11.01+ ?	 ( 1 ) ".' ..00_x-.02(3) !!^ ^ . 064-.02 (2) 1.00+?	 (1) 1.	 x x x ^	 x
1974 June 5 x 1.00.x-:00(3) ( 1.02+.01(3) 0.99+.01(3)- X x x x
j	 x 1.^JO•r.02(	 j !
_
x.0^^+ ^03(1^
_
O.H-F.Q3^2}
_:x x x x
9	 June .0.99-F?	 11 .00-.-.03 4 1,03+.03(5) 1..04+.03(2) x 1.01+? 	 1 1.151-.02 12) 1.01+?	 1
Pinhole Sca is(Ek--),W
U.98+.02(3) 1.02+.04(5) 1,04+.03(3} 1.05 ► .Q1(3) x 1.Q4+.41(21971IVtay 1 x
i . O1?	 (1)
-
.00-1-.01(4)  ,
.001 - .03(6) , 1.03+.03(7)
1.04 , 1-.02(8)
  
-
 1.00+. Q2 (X)
-
1 .O•s+ .	 (1;
-
0.99=f- ?
	 (1)
-
_x x
1975 June 16 _1 x x x x } 1.OQ'+. 02 (2) 1.28+?	 (10 1.01+ ?	 (1	 B
1,975 June 19 x 1`.:001-.06(6) 0.99+.00(41) x x	 f x 1.0.6+?	 (1) 0.89+?	 (1
Slit Scans (N'(-^S)
1975 May 24 1.02-+-.01(2) T,..00+.QO(2) 1.03-1-.00(2) 0.98*+.01(2) 1.00+.00(2)' J 0.9,9+.01(3) x .01 8-+-.02(4) r 0.98+,01(2
1975 May 27 0.99.x-.01(2) 1:.00+.00(2) I.024-.01(2) 0.99+.G1(2), 0.96+,01(2) 0.55+.00(2) '1.05+.01(2) 0.97+.01(2
Slit Scails ( k-aW)
1975 May 27 0.96+.00'(2)
-
1.Q0 -+- .01(2) 1.004.03(2) 0.97+.02(2) 0.95-.03(2); 0.97+.03(2) 1:07+.01(2) 0.95+.02,(2:--
51970 June 1^ 1.Q?s+ .03{3) _^ QOr.Q6(4
_) 3- 03	 )1..Q +	 4.	 (,, 1.02 + .04(5), 1. 02 + . 06 4O ' 1.01.+ . 03 4O_ 1. QS. 03 ^+_ O 1.01+.01(5' _
1975 June 16 0.99+.012O
_
y .JO	 .01 2' .' .	 O 1. Q2	 01 21± •	 ( 1. Qrr x.03(2)
_
1.02+. 02{2) 1.03	 .02(4).
^
1.OB r	 0X(2)
-
0.99+.01(2
-
1FILTER NO.
DATE
Pinhole (N<-->S)
°	 .
1
1.00-1-.01
2 3
1.04+.02
4 6 7 g
1.00 1.00 i-. 02 x 1,;0!-+ ?
	 - 1. 15+. 01 1.01+?
Pinhole (EE- ,m) ^	 x.,.00 + . 02 1.00 1.02 + .02 1.01 + .01 1.02+.02 1.01+.03 1.17+ .11 0.93 -1- . C
+Slit (N(---S) 1.01+...02 1.00 1.03-1-.01 0.99.1-.01 0.98+.02 '0.97+,02 1.07+.02
.
0.95+.0
Slit;*--3W(	 )	 ! 1.00-+-.03_ 11	 1.00 1.02+.01 1.01-+•.0r 1.00+.03
_
1.00+.03 1.03+ .01 0.98+.0
^Mean 1:.00+.01
_ 1
.
00 .03.01.	 -a .	 3, ^.1.00-^. ^J1. 
I
1. Q0+.01 , 21.00-^-.O^ ^ 'X' .-12+.04 0.90+. 0
Notes: 1. Each type of: stun data is nor nialized to Filter No. 2
2. If no rips error is ava ilable throUrrh insufficient- data, the
uncertainty is indicated by a clttestibn
 mark.
ft
W
4.
relevant values listed in Table I.U. Throughout, all mean relative
Cw.z.s5ian widths have,beeiz. normali?ecl to Filter- No. 2. For each filter,
a final. - relative Gaussian width has also been derived by averaging the
values .listed in Table IV itself. The corresponding, rms error has been
Obtained from the actual spread in the Table IV numbers.. Several con-
clusions can be drawn;
1. Except for Filters No. 3 and No. 7, there is . no e'vide°nce of
any change in the Gaussian 1/e width of the Uranus image with
wavelength.
2. Filters No. 3 and loo. 7 both show evidence of an increase in the
a
Gaussian 1/eividthrelative to Filter No. 2, riioreover, the
increase is larcrer for Filter No. 7 than for Filter No. 3,
3. For Filter No. 7, the relative Gaussian 1/e 'width is significantly
larger if pinhole-scanning rather than slit-•scanning is employed:
4. Scan-orientation does not significantly affect the relative
F	 Gaussian l/e-widths. Evidently, the telescope guiding was
accurate.
Our results are most readily explained by the presen ce of limb-brightening
in the wavebands corresponding to Filters No. 3 and No. 7. Moreover, the
limb-brightening should be more pronounced for Filter No. 7` than for Filter
r
No. 3.
Composite pinhole NS scans were constructed to maximize the visibility
A, of limb-brightening` oz the T^ranus disk. S'^ecimen results are illustrated
in Fig,2 Observations t en on 1975 dune 17 were selected on the basis
ORIGINAL, PAGE IS
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of stability both in the atmospheric seeing quality and in the sky trans-
parency, Filter No. 7 corresponds to the deep a73001 CH4 band in which
limb-br ight n^} a . i , to be; el pe.cted_. Filters No. 6 and No. 8 refer to 
adj:,.cent ti ava'	 `4,.9az which limb-brightening is not anticipated.	 The Filter
No. 7 profile v. aL constructed by suramLng two integr ated scans made up of
100	 and 500
	
individual one-second scans°re pectively. Irtteg,.ated scans,
each made up of 200 individual scans verc .used to form the composite of filters
I
No. 6 and No. 8.	 Gaussian curve-fitting parameters were used hn the co-
location, background elimination, and normalization, of the integrated scans
For Uranus, the photodetector response for filters No. 6 and No. 8_was
-- 6 times greater than for filter No.7.	 Significant d ifferences in the sirrnal/
noise ratio are apparent in Fig. 2.	 A difference in the profile widths can
be detected through inspection; Gaussian curve-fittin g shows the filter No,. 7
F profile to be significantly wider cf: Table III.
3.2. Fine Analys is
Detailed quantitative studies of selected Uranus observational data
i a
were carried out to confirm and enhance the results of the coarse analysis.
Attention was concentrated on the X73001 CT# 4 band where limb--brightening 3
I appeared to be most pronomiced. Determining whether the ap parent	 a
lirab-brightening was in fact absolute, or P,AoL ely relative, was cf prime
interest. Results obtained would have a direct bearing on the interpretation
F	 ^
of the X61902, CHI band data.	 Several criteria were used in the data selection`.
First, stability in the obser -ing conditions was of paramount importance.
1
e
Not only must the sky transparency be uniformly excellent, to maximize
4
P GB
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photometric accuracy, but the atmospheric seeing must be exceptionally
stable. While excellent seeing would have been ideal, constancy rather
than narrowness was the watchword for the point spread function. Second,
accurate scale-calibration of the . linear scan was essential. Third, slit
scans only could be utilized; quantitative interpretation of -pinhole data was
intra:ctible. Fourth, since- ir_ia_ki-iciizi-ng the• ►.irab-bri.glltenino/linxb"-darkening
contrast was vital, composite profiles for -Filter No. 7 and for Filters
No 6 and No. 8 were considered to be essential for detailed comparison
Their construction required the availability of significant numbers of inte-
Grated scars. Observations made on 1975 June 15 were found to be optimum
cf: Tables It and III. Scan-orientation did not compromise the selection.
NS- or EW-scans had been found to lead to essentially identical profiles
Point spread function. (PSF) data, in the relevant wavebands, were obtained
from slit-scans of two stars, K Vir and . t Vir, both near Uranus ._
To i-lidate atmospheric seeing stability, the Uranus and stellar scans ;were
intermingled. Eleven integrated stellar scans, taken through Filters No 6
(3), No. 7 (4), and No. 8 (4), ,vere used to derive a composite YSF'profile
relevant to the quantitative interpretation of the Uranus data (Fig. 3) . No
significant color-dependent differences in the shapes and widths of the stellar
profiles were apparent. Each integrated stellar scan was uniformly comprised
of 20 one-second s-weeps . Gaussian curve-fittin o- parameters were used in the
eoloeation, background elimination, mirror-imaging, and normali`,ation
of the stellar data. 'rhe line ,331' scale was determined using the visual
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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lt w.i ,,ry 6 Ser (ADS 9i^}i: Separaz ors (19`75.5) = 3.96 .0 arc). ^^^ant ta
	 ^
tively, the atmospheric seeing stability can be described by the rms
deviation of the eleven individual Gaussian 1/e-width parameters of the
chosen stellar scans. An rms ` error of only 5.8 percent was derived.
Selected Uranus data comprised 13 inte grated scans spread throughout
1
a
the three `wavebands in the following manner: Filter No. 6 (4), Filter
No. 7 ` (4), -and Filter No.-8(5). Each Filter 'No. '6-scan con listed of 20
one-second sweeps. Three Filter No. 7 scans each consisted of 200 sweeps;
a fourth scan was made up of 100 sweeps Each Filter No. 8 scan consisted
of 100 sweeps. Derived Gaussian 1/e-widths for all`Filter No. 5 and Filter
No. 8 integrated scans were statistically intei corapared to determine if the
selected v=. aveband, or the number of individual sweeps within each scan,
significantly affected profile shape. No indications- of any such differences
were found. A composite "continuum" profile was therefore derived by
taking all Filter No. 6 and Filter No. 8 intecTated scans together. For
Filter No. 7, the number of sweeps making up each integrated scan did not
affect the Gaussian 1/e-width, a composite X7300A CH  band profile was
therefore derived by taking all Filter No. 7 integrated scans together.
i
E peditious use was ri- de of the Gaussian curve fitting parameters to
derive each composite Uranus profile. Special care was taken to insure
that each composite scan was normalized at the precise center of the disk.
Final normalization utilized data within ,5 channels (0':15 arc) ,radius of the
disk center.
2- ZXlN-IL .PAGE ISOF POOR QALITy
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	 The composite Uranus slit-scan profiles in the X73003_. CH 4
 band, and
in adjacent "continuum" regions, are compared in Figs. 4 and 5. Brief
J	 inspection of the observational data shows the CH4 band profile to be
significantly bx•oader. Relative broade-ning is particularly noticable at
distances 1-2 Uranus angular radii from the disk center . This is precisely
i
where effects of limb- br iglitening would be exected to show to maximum
I advaiita¢{a Pola.tive limb-brightenin g, first indicated by
,
 the coarse analysis,
is confirmed.
Inferring the true intensity profiles of the Uranus disk can be based on
either of two techniques. One may attempt to deconvolve the various smear-
in c,
 functions affecting each composite scan. Alternatively, numericalj
prediction of the observations, based on subjecting individual models of the
true disk profile to various smearing mechanisms, may be used. For
convenience, the numerical prediction technique was adopted. Three distinct
models of the Uranus disk were considered. Model I represents a disk of
i
uniform surface brightness. Model II assunles limb-brightening the surface
j	 Brightness varies linearly from zero at the disk center to a finite value at
the linen. Model III assumes limb-darkening; the surface brightness varies
j	 linearly from a finite value at the disk center to zero at the limb. In modelling
i
i the Uranus disk, circular symmetry was adopted. Fromthe results of
I	 Danielson, Toma;sko, and Savage (1972), the Uranus radius was taken as
25, 900 km' s. Distance from the Earth to Uranus at the time of observation
was taken from the. 1975 American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac to be
17.89'A.U. The corre-sponding angular diameter of Uranus (unbroadened)
a
was therefore 3.99 } arc.
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	 Three distinct smearing mechanisms together affect the original
Uranus disk to produce the observed planetary profile. First, every point
on the disk is subjected-to two-dimensional seeing broadening by a circularly
symmetric .point spread function. Second, chord-integration of the radially
symmetric_ planetary image occurs because of the type of scan employed.
Third, slit-broadening of the chord-integrated profile results from the need
	 J
to use afinite scanning aperture. Chord-integration and slit-broadening both
affect the" original PSF shape to produce the observed slit scan of a stellar
ima ge. For convenience the original^_ al PSF ftuacton was taken as Gaussian.
Not only does a radially symmetric Gaussian profile provide an adequate_
first order description of the original point spread function, but its adoption
leads to important mathematical simplifications in the theoretical convolution
of the Uranus disk.
1
PSF observational data and theoretical predictions are compared
I
	
	
in Fig. 3 . Observational points refer to the composite slit-scan profile
derived from individual stellar images. Theoretical predictions utilize
i
the known slit width (0."645 arc) together with individual selected values
for the Gaussian 1/e-,width (o) of the original PSF . In keeping
with.the .experiences of Franz, & al (1971).and Franz (1973), no unique
Gaussian curve provides a perfect fit to the observations Nevertheless,
j
limiting values for an effective Gaussian 1/e-width can be derived. _ By
3
j
^	 inspection of Fig. 3, it must lie in the range 1:125 s a s 1:175 . Evidently,`
a narrower Gaussian curve is required in the core of the stellar ima ge than
in the -win gs. Theoptimum Gaussian  1/e-width Q was taken as 1':5 arc.
z	 Extreme error bars =0 1:25 arc ere adopted.
i	
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Determining the reality of absolute limb-brightening in the CH 4 band
was the objective for the theoretical predictions shown in Fig, 4. Model I,
a uniform circular disk, was selected to describe the unbroadened Uranus
image, Detailed image convolution was carried out using three
individual choices for the Gaussian 1/e-width (a) of the original PSF i.e.
1:'25, 1.1 5, and 1.'75. In Fia. 4, the central curve refers to the intermediate
i
Gaussian 1/e-width (1.1 5). C>:I4 band observations lie significantly above
the central curve; strongly indicating that the apparent limb-brightening is
in fact absolute. Even if the widest permissible Gaussian 1/e-width is
adopted (top curve), the Uranus disk-must still be uniformly bright. If the
i
narrowest PSF is adopted (lo:ver curve), the need for absolute limb
brightening becomes very obvious. For the so-called contLnuum profile,
use of the intermediate Gaussian 1/e-width strongly suggests that the
unbroadened Uranus disk is uniform. Use of the widest PSF indicates
f`	 limb-darkening; the narrowest PSF leads to limb--brightening.
Determining the sensitivity of the slit-scan profile to extreme variations
in the original distribution of surface brightness on the Uranus disk was the
objective of the theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 5 Three distinct
3
I
	
	 intensity profiles were selected to describe the Uranus disk viz. Model I
(Uniform disk), Model II (Extreme limb-brightening), and Model ITT (Extreme
limb-darkening). In each case, the original PSF was defined by the intermediate
Gaussian 1/e-width (175). In Fig. 5 , Models I, II and IE are re presented by
I
the middle, top, and lower curves respectively. Evidently, extreme' limb-
brightening must be present on,Uran tus in the X7300 ^ CII4 band. If not, the
r
a:
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phenomenon would never have become apparent under the mediocre seeing
ct-,cdcions which e;Kisted Burin.,; the course of the observations. Under
better-seeing conditions limb- br i ght e ning- should become very striking
4. CONCLUSION'S
From our coarse analysis, the Uranus disk must exhibit limb-brightening
in two CH 4 bands (^6190'; X7300."). relative to all other -wa,,mbands studied.
V6 etlrer'tlxe apparen t lhnb-br'i-hb.,nhi-,
 was in hact 'absolute, or only relative,
could not be immediately deterr-n-ined. Except for the bwo CIII
4 bands, the
shapes and widths of the Uranus images ivere essentially identical. Since
limlo-darkenin c-, is known to occur at visual wavelen gths (X'0800,1), it must
occurdn, all. so-called continuum wavebands studied. No systematic wave-
length- dependent effects viere found in the ori ginal point spread function which
might have affected interwaveband comparisons. PSF data for all wavebands
showed no si anificant variation in the represen
t
t:)	 tative Gaussian 1//e-widL
with wavelength.
From our fine analysis, absolute 'Umb-brighte-ning was found in the
X7300A CH 4 band. Taking into account results of the coarse analysis, absolute
limb-darkening was found in the adjacent 1^7avebands. No definite conclusions
could be drat,'Yn regafffing the absolute nature of limb b.*L itg11tenino
in the X61903 CIH band. If absolute limb-brig-litening does-occur, it must
be considerably less pronounced then in the X730W"_ CH
4 band.
Althouah our results are consistent with the basic predictions of Belton
and Price (1973), the validity of the H
	
L2 CH 4) serni-infini e clear atmosphere
remains to be proven, F irst, ful , "h-er -observations secured under` improved
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seeinc conditions are required to better define the Uranus disk profiles.
Second, alternative explanations of the limb-brightening phenomenon
must be thoroughly evaluated. For instance, the observational consequencesi
of a thin aerosol h-Ze, located high in an otherwise clear H - CIII
atmosphere, require detailed prediction. Effects introduced by the
i
presonce of a detip .d;nse NH 3
 cloud layer-ra st a,l.so- --considered: Further
''ob8er-vations and theoretical analy.&,cs are'Luider'way.
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iii	 1	 The schematic variation of the Uranus geometrical a.lbedo
p, with wavelength, X (after Younkin, 1970). The values of geometrical
i
albedo given by Younkin have been adjusted to the radius derived by
j 	 Danielson et al (1972) . 	 Limb-darkening is predicted to occur in the shaded
regions; lirob-brightening in the unshaded regions (Belton and Price, 1973).
The niultt-color xilters. err ployed in tale ob'sc-rvatioiis,-zir.e shown b y the	 t
numbered bat's. Approximate extremities in their transmission curves areI
indicated.
Fib. 2.	 Com osite NS pinhole scans of Uranus obtained. on 19 .75 June 17
Each poi, ` corresponds to a discrete channel of the linear scan.
Fig. 3.
	
The Composite PSF slit-scan profile. Theoretical curves are
based on individual choices for the original PSF Gaussian l/e--width (a).
Slit width is 0.645 arc.
Fig. 4.	 The. composite Uranus slit-scan p rofiles. Filter No. 7 (CH 4	 a
band) and Filter No. 6/No. 8 (Continuum) data are plotted separately.
Th eoretical predictions refer to a uniform planetar y disk. Individual choices
for the _original PSF Gaussian 1/e-width (a) were 1 1.125, 1'5 and 1.75. The
slit-width was .0:1 645 arc.
t
Fib. 5 .	 The composite Uranus slit-scan profiles. Filter No, 7
(CH4 band) and Filter No. .61No. 8 (Continuum) data are plotted separately.
Theoretical predictions refer to the intermediate original PSF Gaussian
1/e-width (1'1:5) coupled with individual choices for the planetary disk
profile viz. . Abode I (Uniform Disk, -Model L (Extreme limb-brightening)
and IModel III (Ex' Lreme limb-darkening). Slit- vidth was 0 1.'645 arc.
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